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Intellectuals in the Fight For Peace 
By HOWARD FAST 
T HERB WAS a time here in America, d not sa,lcmg ago, whm any one of a number of incidents that have d e n  place in 
the past few months would have been a rallying call for ind-  
lectuals the nation over. I refer to such things as the dkharge 
of three professors from the University of' Washington on the 
grounds that they supported a Communist philosophy; or the cr;rss 
and deliberate framing of the sir Negroes who sit in *theA Death 
House at Trenton, New Jersey; or the more receht anti-Com- 
munist bill that was passed by both houses of the Marylaod Icg. 
islature; or the disgraceful trial of 12 Communist leadess for think- 
ing and teaching the philosophy of Mmdsm; or the vindictive 
imprisonment of three of these defendants by a Federal judge 
for their refusal to adopt the ethics of Judas Iscariot. 
These are only a few examples of a t h d  incidents that 
mark the present wave of oppression in America; and, u' I said 
before, there was a time when every writer, ankt ur musician worth 
his salt would have spoken-up in tones & contempt and anger. 
Indeed, fifteen years ago, when this same partem d fascist ternor 
and intimidation unfo1dd in Germimp, very few American inel- 
lectuals remained silent; and a decade ago, when Spain fought for 
her free life against the fascists, a great and proud chorus of protest 
and indignation went up from writers, artists, musicians, actors, 
directors, educators--a protest that was like a roll call of a l l  tbat was 
best and most vital in American culture. 
Why, one must ask,. are so many who spoke up clearly md 
forthrightly then silent today? What has muted so many voices 
that once spoke so readily for freedom? What has turned h- 
y- ,- 
i m v t  mi& into miSerable cravens? 
k asked, a d  these questions must be 
W will not be patient with us, and the human 
ad, jn days to -, will not easily forgive- so many 
h t d k t d s  for playin3 the part of silent partners in a 
Pidat a a d  anful as to be almost beyond comprehen- 
is, of course, the driving of the world 
a I l w a m o f t h e p a s t i n h ~ a n d  
d in the d d m  it would d y  produce. 
HE FACT that this war is directed against the Suviet Union 
and the new democracies is crucial to the whole issue. That, in- 
deed, is rhe key m the state of m i d  which pmi l s  in America among 
indW today. . @: -8 P a t  hh been created, lad fas bu hd puisdy the result 
< *  . 
3 -' desired by tho& who created it Pc.r wirham'bgk, without in- 
I )  
, - alli$encc, without a r g u m e n ~ ~  dark, pthitive fear 
t bas been the aim and the purpose bi (bb N eticpe since V-J 
- Day. A series of cxhlatad urrrr d pnmmwkm have ban 
d to sgmbolizc the penal* which isrrllclbls nny Uspect. 
- - These war dirrcrrd rgPinrc the boJk rsd mo* consistent of 
Amedcan intellectuals, men who would nwr h to the threat 
d a d d  therefore be made subject to penalq, mch men as 
Albm Wtz, John H o d  Lawson, T]llmo T w  Dr. Bdaprd 
K wi Professor Richard Lyman. B d q i  Rmxd Howard 
M e l i s b , C u l ~ L c o n J o a e p b e o n . a d r m o ) . o d v a  
'LcgaI sentence was passed against them, not alI mgabr, of 
course, but bit by bit as the terror mounted; for the actual puaiab- 
anent of these individuals for defendin8 their Conscitutid%@ 
was considered less important than the broadening a d  deepening 
d the general mi- of fear. The widely and publicly known 
experience of intellectuals in Germany, Italy and Japan under fas- . 
drm poridcd a aba* bdtpund; .and simpI7 t the introdaction 
of's few initial steps against a CIPvidds, thomanth of k 
m a  and women came to see viddly the thteat against them- 
e'* +. - 4 
selves, the visits at night, the beatings, the solitary amhuncnt, the 
concentration camps and the general hell of mental and physical 
SUBFering which fascism inevitably produces. 
Thus, the campaign of fear atld temor began to have sits de- 
sired effect, and the intellectual was noc the only victim By these 
and other tactics, the uade union movement was also betmyed; 
its leadership, to a large degm, was bought a frightened off; ' 
iqrank and file was confused and sold out a@n and a@n; d 
thus-for a t i m d e r e  was no great militant m h c e  on.& 
part of the working dass to which dre i n t e l l d  could tum for the 
strength and sustenance he so desperately needed*, even though 
that working dass resistance now begins to take shape. 
The next step in the campaign of fear was a direct assault 
upon the Corn& Party, the vanguaid of the working dass. 
For a whole generation, tht American h t d d  found the 
strength and the vigor of his finest moments in the strnggles led 
by the Communist Party of the United States; in -modup Amer- 
ican literature there is almost no significarit name that has not at 
one point or another been identified with these struggles. 
But consider the sinmion today. Attacked on eperg side by 
reaction, facing actual instead of figurative penalties, frighmd, 
confused, bewildered, many American intell- flee to ewe. 
In their isolation, in their too frequent dependence on the l a r p  
of capitalism, in their vivid ability to create the amst horrible 
i elements of atomic war in their minds, they seek what they con- 
- ceive to be safety, 
N SOME CASES, this concept of dqr b mmai Brim ril-, like 
. I the osuich, the i n t t l l d  pretemb that the elemcats of t- 
- .+do not exist, that the attack on tfae Colm& Patty is simply a 
r, formalism ard tkit the rising tide of h i c a n  fascism will, like 
all bad dreams, come to an inevitable slnd namal end. . . - - 
, 5 In other cases, the propaganda of fear had done its work 
'more fully, and the intellectual, driven half-mad by the medieval 
' 
threat of native fascism, buys his d t y  by tuming an thc Com- 
. .. - 5 
I- . 
- 1 :  
'.ad the s~viet Union, by leaping on the bandwagon of 
bg w v h g  his non-communism with what can ody be 
as "obscenities against mankind." 
h still ocher cases, the intellectual clings to his principles 
$.- ritb a minimum of "anticommunism," and here, indeed, one sees 
the molt pathetic reduction of the human spirit. 
f . The above, of course, is not to say that thousands and thou- ' .  rands of American intellectuals do not in their minds cling to integ- 
'. - rity. For these and for many of those who see security in silence, there 
. * is the necessity--and an immediate on-f rravning to the strug- 
gk. It d d  be idle and childish to state that the intellectual can 
alone halt the drive to fascism and war. No one segment of modern 
society can halt that drive; d y  a great copliticm of all peace- 
lciving men and women, in every area of society, can halt that 
I drive; and without question this coalition must accept the leader- 
ship of the working class. But within rhir coalition, intellectuals , 
hvc a proud and h p o m n t  r6le to play, ard it d d  be criminal 
fndeed if they failed to M their obligation to civilization. 
For this reason, I address myself to dsts, writers, scientists 
md professionals in America and EPU u p  thcm to oppose the 
destruction of their nation and their cutme. Thc time is late, yet 
the penalty for war and fascism is no d one. The fight is well 
worrh the dart, and it can be won. 
VEN IN TODAY'S America, where the courts have far more than 
- 
E in the past become open and cynical imtrum- of the Wall 
Street war clique, where the New York City police murder a Ne- 
gro every two w& with impunity, and where the state of Mary- 
lpDd can imprison a Communist, for the "crime" of being a C a p  
munist, for twenty years-even in a nation so far along the road to 
fascism, the skeleton of terror must be erected upon a familiar 
ideolo$cal basis. Fascism must be fitted into what remains of the 
original principles of American democracy, and the intellec$ual 
mast have a ratio& for his surrender of moraIity. To become a ':- 
6 
citizen of P beast-state, he must be prepared to assume a beast- c' 
philosophy. Otherwise, he facts madness, and madness w& ie- 
terfere with the "qeful" role he can still play in the desrtpctim of 
his own culture. 
- This rlatwrrale of moral s d e r  can be divided. hato amah- 
areas, and each of these areas must bc carefully examined if tbe 
intellectual is not only to resist but strike back. The first is, of 
course, the drive a w t  che Soviet Uniaa Tbc second area of 
operation is the drive qpim pzqpsisie faxes at home, par- 
ticularly against the c b ,  d ks MgUDld the .Gm- 
munist Ppng USA. And itsterrdated with bah is the drive against 
democratic culture, a philasophid ckbwment 4- thc leader- 
ship of Henry h c e  which provides what might be termed the 
nec- ethical anesthesia. 
It shwld be quite apparent that both of these areas- are 
closely connected, and tbat wwk in cach m m  the involvement of 
the other. It should also be ap-t thac bosic to both ateas is 
the role of the working class, and win rhst neither of these areas 
can be separated in a real sense from the working class and its stnag- 
gle against oppression. However, !or the sake of clarity, each uea 
can be examined separately, even rhough the c d u s i o m  'drawn 
will form a unified whole. 
T HE DRNB against the Soviet Union is not a new thing It began in 1917 at the very moment the Workcn' Re- 
- public came into existence, and *nee then it b ~ e r  ausd, 
d y  abated occasionally as during the p a  mr. Agjn .nd again,. 
there has been full and emeful ~~~ of d m d s  af 
anti-Soviet danders, as for d p l e  tbe book Tb. Girr Cmpira~y, 
by Michael Sayers and Albert Kahra, md while die fdshkds b t  
the Soviet Union have been intensified, quantimtively a d  quaiita- 
tively, they are none of them in essence new. 
One hears today the same tired saws of the slave camp, seam- 
ing peopley artists in uniform, ac.; bvt what is new is that 
so many liberal intellectuals no h g a  resist thK canmk It is 
much as if a lethargy of the mind had set in, an u n w i i l l i w  to 
1) 
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well aaribcd by J.D. 
of the British clxmhi011 an 
I&@B in the Mod- Q-, sates that "it 
a d  ta equate it with the words 'liberty' and 
dt, the liberal i n t d d  who, forty yeam 
bnve been crying out against B s p t  war preparations 
~ : ~ ~ . p d  ad0niSl.a~~ abroad, arc now d y  or opdy sup 
i -  pwd4grbarpolicia ~ h g n r r r r o n ; b l e t r , 6 0 t ~ n ~ t l ~ d  E".- W J . ~  ,., 'w enpi- . . 
.-. a q  lone.&e remhmries aad the suppaem of every form of 
u.home a d  abroad with w h  &q are cdabomting. 
L*~ . reason is the dttremely suaxdd Ml&g up of tbe 
' 
fCpr 05 ccaglmunism, a f& which laas IWW W e d  most intel- 
k m d s  themselves f n - e v e n  be@ming to ehatahc whar is actual- 
ly happening in the ~ p t ' e s  of dr 'Saia €him and the dew 
devmmU5cs." 
*, if d h  be true for .Great B r i e  hom more true 
it h in Amria where force .ad.violence *!a rob still dativdy 
aalmown in England! A fairly yowng nua can still remember 
when Lincdn Stdens said of thc Sovia Union: ?'I have seen the 
hkuz* ad ie mrks." And only five yeam qp JQhn lbkim, the 
.' ABlericm! novelist, never pc lmiak ly  idewi.M W* the Left in 
h* was able to write with directness a d  ~~: 'The de- 
~ u i n R ~ h . ~ c o n f i r m c d m h r t b . . r b . h n ~ ~ E s i &  
rht &ay olr ofua is of dl a spiri5 a mclL l l u r i o e y  is 
- .n i&wtaath, 'mt of pmsperiy, but of the L.lumuo family or- 
piiad m ~ m d d d e o d m i d d  .-.. Ibefiewethenrmu$hg 
lrpktd*d~~ WqsitmpcopL~mh frtmthpLPaiau.lucd 
krpmsn d e m a t q  which we hrro bag pmfd-the abali- 
.-.cIP'& p j d k q  tk gfanthg Of equal 
ta 'dl, b d  al boslr to e~a). mnn d woman, ac- 
- Q P d i 4 B m & b c d Q f - ~ . n  
Ya, todq, most A4medan inolleemrlr .arc nor only Pfnid 
m k t h i s ~ t u m r r , t m r u n ~ g o r r u q b L t o ~ i n t o t h e  
8 .  
question of whether or not it works. A son of J R t i a ~  hdbm 
has set in which was exempMed for me by an expaicmce of a 
friend of mine. A magazine editor, he was a p p m d d  to gtpost- 
write the biography of OW of the latest Russian TBis 
affcr he indignan* rejected, as an act of paamt d&mnmy; pet 
he sees no dishonesty in his s d o w i n g  anti-Soviet canards whole 
without d t i o n  or investigation. When csntradi* are \ 
pointed out, he shrugs hopdessly at the problem of unravelling 
truth from untruth. 
In the Soviet Union, the greatest achievement in ehe history 
of mankind is king dized-the creation of a cWess society 
and a world without suffering, injuice aad fear. Against this 
glorious and h d s t i c  progmdon, the American ruling class 
has arrayed a battalion of pfessional dtmderers who arc known 
in the trade as "anti-Swiiet&ers." Thep ate, for the most @rt, 
cynical and hardened old hacks who have plied their trade for 
inany years and who earn a k r y  good living at it indeed. Some 
of them, like Eugene Lyons, Isaac Don Levhe and William 
Chamberlain, have national reputations, but they .re joined by 
a host of lesser known professionals. The grist from their mills . 
is always the same; they have been confounded aiLd given the lie 
yet, for all of that, many of our intell- tend to 
icture of the Soviet Union. This is the easy way to 
For,,if one can put one's conscience at by be- 
st of anti-Sorrier lie, then one can even h d  a vague 
in withdrawing -from our own Amedan mgsle, 
this 14@terrusnoss by c m *  everg native 
motion for progress with same comismtlp ridiculous 
-Soviet-inspired plot. 
. How frequently and how ptheticzdly avrendtr to fear takes 
this pattern! But basic to it is the smrendet to unreason, h e  .re- 
linquishing of the best mok of the mied, dcnr iaquiq; aid  fol- 
to stop part way' along this 
road. Granting that a contemplative neutraiity nss o& 
is &.,muidy mr p i b k  tab7 when tbe 
M d t s i ~ n 9 ~ i i a u l a ~ ~ i s a u c a 8 p e a c e o r a  
t.helif'd&aad~hurnsnbeingan 
rcmatc'b @tion. Nexladity is only *& oh * h d  M say, a 
"And I know who chose first to stmd and fight 
Rather than flee the uncontested field 
In Gerkany and Rome and in Madtid. 
And while they fell no voice in dl the world 
Had courage to cry out against their fate 
,Nor will have here. You ate thg m a  who die 
Silently in the night, and all done, 
Yielding with blood the highway ma which . 
The mottled beast at last moves on .his prey- 
His final prey-always and dmgs me . . . 
I bow* 
I give salute. 
I recognize. 
But I am not in any near degree 
One such as you, nor shall I ever be, 
Yet I too dream and hold aspiring high." 
'IW tribute to the world Communist srtuggke ik freedom 
bjr Tm&ds ps~tapnisr is not a position, but a famrell in one 
fm&m ot &ea; it is the consrant leave-taking of the rmeat- - 
ing the &st of numy dm for a tortured soul. An 
''himest*' htmhly admits tbc acrrriry of the struggle 
~itontoocherawnjthatribuemcouf9gerandconsi9tency; - 
but the ".- S Q O ~  ; hwility is the quality , 
of the man who stands not of hian who msw in fear, and 
sorw &e Cornmudst hisnseif b e c o ~  for the frightened intel- 
fecaz$ "the enemy." 
10 
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Nor can this ever be separated from a position in relation 
to the Soviet Union. If man's struggle for freedom and dignity 
has any meaning, then it must be e x p r d  in a continuity of 
action which proposes a dear and scientific goal; otherwise, then 
is no real struggle, only meaningless and empty phrase-mongering. 
No price is exacted for talking about freedom, ody for acting 
in such a way as to bring freedom closer; and freedom-mongering, 
which' sets itself against the highest achievement of freedom in 
all of mans struggle against oppression, the Soviet Union, becomes 
its very reverse, a support for fascism and associated diseases. 
No better proof of this can be b @ t  forth than the ex- 
b n c e  of an association of inall- in New YO& City which 
calls itself and its place of residence Presdm House. In a truly 
monumental splendor-for funds are never uuavaW1c for those 
who do reaction's work, regardless of what they sq-this saves 
as one of the many ports of last call for those who stasc their re- 
treat from the responsibilities of a conscience. Here are many 
who started with such fine and wordy tributes as Tnunbo's re- 
tiring liberal; today, they exist only as an unofficial plot against the 
Soviet Union and the progressive movement in g a d  
In the early years of the Soviet Union, many brave men and 
women, intellectuals, followed the lead of J o b  Reed and Lincoln 
Stdens; with the rise of the American progressive movement +I 
' 
the 'thirties, this circle grew larger, and at that time Plmost no 
American artist of importance or ralew fded to scfilaim the 
human grandeur of the first workers' tepblic In a ray m e  
sense? the Soviet Union w v d  is--o l a b o q  for the de- 
velopment of freedom and digniry, and thu was aomnhing that 
could not be hidden so long as hundreds of artinrlae voices 
proclaimed the facts. It was no change in the c?maae!.r or theory 
or social structure of the Soviet Union that caused hundreds of 
men and women who once supported it and believed in it to run 
for cover; the change was in themselves and in the social saucerue 
of the United States and other counaies. 'Ilk element thu pro- 
duced the change in those who fled was fear-above neqthh8 
1 11 
.- - , - I +  
8 ,  
. . 
e i ~ ~ +  wm dy d t  of (he mounting war drive 
I a g a h  the @:a;Unloi tt you nctc to chart the growth-of 
-i&xe V-J Day, p d d  discover that a similnt 
.d for dckaiom by hdectuals from the pro- 
.-and in eslcb ms~, this was one of the effects 
by maion. . 
patience wirh the arguments of "disillusio&em" 
qgo measus all .dings by i d ,  so chat even the touch of + buttdiy's wing will send such a person d i n g  into iimmrity; 
md i- who delude.themse1ves into bdiming that "disil- 
l i m h m a t n  with the achievement Of socialism in the Soviet Union' 
is rqimsible for .their ciekxioil. f m  the propwive m o r q  
- h e r e a t e ~ o o ~ # i n g a ~ k ~ ~ - m o ~ W r ~ ~ i s c u r i i o ~ ~  
as~dme'.me iat- move m w d  fasdsna, they express M 
cbh&mmnt with~sar native m t i ~ ~  our btstlal JimGow 
qsa, our gmwing ranLs of the szilempkyed apld out d o u s  4 
cpnid rbafding d dvii 'libwcies. . 
, nKJr . b e  achieved rhe supseme rditmt&; thq have purchased 
"sslfccy" pt tho price d theit own soolz, far they find as rhey 
pnxxed &at no pailr of tha h progress here at' home 
caa bu.i!wparad fiam tbt w d  Sarrggto Sat p p s s  and l i b -  + ~whicb the'SarPkt Union kcb-md d w  thep retin no re- 
sponsibility in the positive a m s  of aur lives. Hnw thin this 
' ' m k f .  r, hPI bek?n Prn& €knmsmd by tbe d e s s  p v e s  
d Bumpo's~ ~ a d .  historg has proven that a thought- 
fdd~l~&aaPEUlOf~maEebispeacewithfa;Pcism;thasin- 
.I-: d hOaCgtJl are al forfeit-fat a brief residence 
in#I1#Maae.d~63d$, . - 1 1 '  
. I  - L 
I SAID BAB&IER that there csn bc no rcal s e p t i o n  between the drive a p h t  the *iet Unioa d thc drive apinst the forces 
of progress here at home; in boch M, the gad is the same, the 
mask&%; of ,wde &om and 0 t h  p m p s i v e  organizations, the 
btructim d civil rights and, soollcr or later, the lighting of a 
12 . 
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hideous world codagratioa Inevitably, this i d  to the dcscruc- 
tion of culture; art, like other good things in lift, f b d i  poody 
in prison cells and concentration camps; there can k no art d e r  
terror, as fascism has so well proven; and in aU the yenrs of hk 
cism and out of all the millions who have Iived under its "b 
hd," there has been produced not ons shgk notgtuortby work 4 
art except in opposition to the system, 
Art, culture, science a n  flourish only where no barriers are 
placed in the way of the citizen's contact with the truth, with the 
objective reality; which is an& way of spying that freedan of 
expression is basic to art and science. Protest must nourish art 
.so long as people d e r  injustice and wrong; for unless there is 
protest against these things the artist becames'the pimp and the 
handmaiden of reaction's brutality, even as the scientist docs. And 
tts we saw in Germany, the om mrar to lam- of hamm 
skin and the other to mask murdu. I know that both these cases 
are extreme, but they nevertheless serve to delineate the cultural 
ethics of the fascist state. 
Of the citizen in the humanistic terms of Ihfarxiq- the Soviet 
novelist Ostrovsky said, gMan's k e s t  possesion is life, and it 
is given to him to live but once. He must live SO as to fed  no 
tortwin8 regrets for years without pltpore;'~~ lire that dying 
he can say 'all my life and all my suenth were given trz the 
firsest cause in all the world-the fight for the libemion of man- 
kind.' *'-had Karl Manc himself said: "If one chose to be an ax, 
one could of course nun one's- back on the agonies of mankind 
and look aftern one's own skin." 
How meaningful this is in terms of th intellecnul! Th k i n g  
creation of the artist and the scientist is a ayp of mm against i p r -  
ance, man against hunger, diracc, rupdrioh, h, d what a 
glorious record those who came b e h e  us mpdc! G.li*o p d i q  for 
the substance of the cosmos; Ehlich alone in his I a b ~ r r t ~ q  Wthg 
humanity's fight; Hugo striving for the esenco of humadstic k, 
C1emens burning with anger and indignation against the famo thnt 
shrivel human souls; Gzanne probing for the uut nature of 
13. 
b + g  nmishment from the hopes and strength 
workers; Dreiser searching for the meaning of the 
bited, f led with a mighty compassion for those who 
e him--and one could go on almost without end, 
q&ipg to this r&ta. 
.The! work of these men survived because they were great--and 
their greatness came largely from their attachment to the people, 
their hatred of the oppression and injustice of the world they lived 
in and their longing for a better world. 
Yet, how many American  write^, it must be asked, have not 
dosed their hearts to the longing for a better world? And the 
sorry pity of it is that they thereby closed the doors of their own . 
taknt. Where are the great ones of the 'thirties, the whole school 
of talented progressive writers who arose out of the unemployed 
struggles led by the Communist Party--and the great drive to 
build the C.I.O.? Where are the exciting regional spokesmen who 
made a new American literature in those years? To read off their 
names is like reading a roll-call of the dead, but none of them is 
dead; only the spark of compassion is gone from them. Each of 
them has built his own wall to keep away from him the pressing 
life-anddeath problems of the times; some have turned, out of their 
fear and bitterness, to the international Trotskyite conspiracy and 
thereby become the leading dogs of reaction; ~thers express a cheap 
and easy cynicism which is milled into potboilm and the big 
money; others have become pulp hacks, grinding the same old 
saw, over and over; and still others have died the "creative deaths -k 5 
which is the inevitable result of withdrawal from struggle. 
Whatever the reasons for the particular sterility of each, as a 
group they have ceased to struggle against reaction; they have 
withdrawn from the hopes and the needs and the fears of the masses ' 
of the people. Some have turned their pens against their native 
progressive movement; others devote their ,writing talents to slander- 
ing the Soviet Union; others are simply silent. And what is true 
of them is true of hundreds af others; in writing, in art, in science, 
in education, the price of fear, of terror, of oppression is being 
14 
exacted by those who force the d i o d e  of those who refuse the 
first duty of intellectuals today-resistance. 
HB STRONGEST inhibitor of art is self-c&sorsbip; and the 
T A m a i c a n  ruling d.ss understand fa W ~ I I  h t  the most d u -  
able censorship is that censorship which 'they cause to become 
operative within the intdlectual's brain. This saves money; this 
saves time; this saves effort; and by burning the books quietly be- 
fore they are set down on paper, one avoids such unpleasant nemsi- 
ties as having to burn them publicly. And once the a r e  of intel- 
l d  resistance to the steady rise of intimidation, terror and in- 
justice has been. broken, it i9 qyite logical that resistance to 
censorship should be of the most feeble kind. . 
While it is true that there has always been a considerable degree 
of censorship and sdfansorship in America-and who knew this 
better than men like Uemcns, Hawt@me and Thoreau?-it has 
never before reached the proportions we find today. In former times, 
only part of the writer's or artist's market cded for self-censorship; 
one knew that in writing for the high-paying national magazines, 
one had to observe a set of rules oftep. stupid and destructive; artists 
knew that the galleries wanted certain types of painting; dramatists 
knew that a certain formula was more likely to succeed; and motion 
picture writers knew that certain t a b  must be obeyed. But if one 
could not sell a story to the L d k s  H o w  J o d ,  one could possibly 
sell it elsewhere; a good book could always find a publisher; and 
plays like W d h g  for b f i y  made-theatre history. 
Today, this -is no longer the case. Honesty, directness, integrity, 
forthrightness pnd any degree of d s m  have born interdicted 
by stigmas which brad the artist a Ckmmdst or a "foreign agcnt" 
No truthful story about the curreat opgression iaia be printed, ex- 
cept in the Left-wing press; dozens bf fin boob are hesing for 
. publication; social painting will hardly k hung, much less sold, and 
a free exchange of scientific thought is perilously dose to high trea- 
son. No play which directly challenges the roots of today's terror 
can h d  Broadway production; and HoUywOOd, where it has not 
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'baame ch mat protagonist of the presem reaction, devaa itself 
;I to sterile tmsh, brutality or a casrnced rehash of uscd-over themes. 
i *. 
* Within this situation, d-censorship becomes an enormow cloud 
;- . 
7 .  
. crvcr the free exercise of Ameriw cultural expression. At fitst the 
.. - .nLt ash himself: 'Why write a W that cannot be published? 
Why paint a picture that cannot be sold?" Then, as the terror 
burits; and as the ruling class impo~a the harsh penalties of jail, 
investigation or blacklist as the price of fr& inquiryy the mist has 
additional reason for self-censorship. He asks himself now: "Why 
ueate what will expose me to punishment? Why look for trouble?" 
And since w4at has never been born can hardly be examined, he 
finds in this mental retreat a ~ t i o n d e  which leajes him not only 
his security kc also a degree of respectability in the progressive 
scene. 
If he works apart from the pmgmsive movement, his aloneness 
ia such that he can hardly be' justly umde~ned. "Why ask me to 
be a hero?" he will demand, his isohion preventing him from un- 
dcntmding thar the d e m d  of mnfikind today is not for heroes 
but for people of comcieacie, integrity d understanding. With 
schists an8 educators and *r prokssiollals, bound by wages, 
the pramre for s e l f - c e d p  is .even grater. Unless they have 
tk with the working class, the progressive movement in g e n d ,  
ar the c h n m h  Party in specific, they must perfotce see them- 
sdves as lone and d e s s  victims, exposed to every cruel whim, 
evag scnsel&sa, unreasonabie persecution of the ruling dass. For this 
twy reason, all i n t e U 6  must understand the need for unity 
with the pmgmsive movement and must be made to see, coldly 
a d .  ckdy, tk dch and splendid wealth of creative power that can 
come only from such miry. It is quite true that by joining them- 
selves actively srnd a- with the fortes of f r d a q  they 
atpose t l r d ~ ~  ta rmksq w stma& is without its peril, but 
srlsoaolifeirworththe~witearcr d goals and ideals. 
~ i s ~ m d e m n h h b f o o d t i L e . n o u i e d r ~ y c a s ~ ,  
bc*d bowed, the field of his vision lipaitad to a few blades of grass 
and a million yeais hawe gone iota the mnkiag of him. He cannot 
surrrnder this manhood and man-heritage supinely without becinn- 
ing, once agaiqabast in tbe field 
I T IS VBRY MUCH to the point, I think, to put down what a French I Cammunist i n t a d  wroa on the eveaing before his death 
at the horn& of a Nazi firibg qd: "Let my friends know," he said, 
' "that I have remained faithful to the ideal of life, let my country- 
' men know that I am eing to die so that France may live! For the 
. *1 k t  time I have looked into my consc~e . 'The  result is positive. 
If I had to begin Life over again, I would follow the same 4. 
Tonight more th&n any other night I believe that my dear friend 
.-. Pad vaillant-Couturies was right when he said that 'Communism 
f:. is the youth of the world' and that it 'pixqxwa for singing tomor- 
~ a ; . _ ~ . '  In a little while I am going to prepare for 'singing mmor- 
rows.' I feelgmyself m a g  in the face of death. Goodbye, aod long 
live France! " 
Whence came this ohighty strength of Gabriel Peri, who w r ~ e  
those words? As a Communist, he himself stated it dearly and ex- 
pLicitly when he wrote: "The fight for Socialism . . . could not be - 
'on the periphery' of one's main activity. It was tbo main activity; 
it was d&tined to be my life.'' Thereby, he drew his strength &dm 
of people who saw cleatly and with unfettered vision theb 
goals of freedom and human libemion. 
In this context, it is quite hgical f a  American reaction ta bend 
every &ort to sepouate the imdectuaf. .from the working class and 
from that or@ V@ of t8e working dm, the Communist 
Puty. None of the d m  pOs9ibilicics d anti-uaist slander 
is ignored. No bribe is mo great.) No aspect of d t y  is allowed 
to interfere. The approach of d o n  to the h ~ l l d  is the ap- 
protach of a druuken lda m m d  a whore+for SQ is the intelk!cd 
regadd by those who puKhase him-a fistfiil of dollars in onc 
hand, a brass knuckle on the other. Big business walks in the cam ' 
with the Church on one side and the Department of Jmim an che 
other; on the one hand, money znd the gates of heave- the 
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blPcklist and pemtisn  md st'mtion. 
then that the bemppl of the people's struggle 
has progressed from isohd cases into what at times 
on the aspects of a mask l~l~vemeat. It is not that the 
weaker or mre corrupt thaa othcr groupings in 
; it ir jw tbPt he is mdre done Lila Fum, when cohnted 
ash  fa his scniS, he fecogniza dre d t y  of cssh'but 
4; and t h d y  the bargain seems to offa something 
k O r g ;  nad if once the &tim is eompleced he & d d  . 
mqph the I-&, the creative be~e~vemea6 the httman heritage 
he b given away for "a mess of pottage" else can 
h presme bid ego than by fiuning fiercely u p  dl th values he 
lrte rcl-? 
Horn wonderful it ir that every we& , a d  eoag hid& 
diwaa rhat they *have been the "dupa" of rhe Communism! 
tbmdxw* when the going is god, when thc p r n ~ v e  forces 
are winning victories, their eyes are d d  to chir "use" w&eh 
Qmmpnim .n supposed a, mike of tbcm. Bm when drhp get . 
~ ~ ~ d r e ~ g d w ~ ~ ~ ~ r r e ( h d - s h o ~ i h d e d ' ~  ' 1  
4 shmekss brutality of its oppmsim, rbe eges of mrny "iano- 
c#rem, smb we! opened.. 1 .  
some Of tbaa h.ve ban   comma^ ~ h q  members; ahas only 
pgnwivm; m+n d y  people of v q p  will; but one a d  .U, 
if thqr give wap, .their sun& 
C k m u m d  'Ibis "da#&ry" 4 ob c ~ ' & ~ u u ~  md un- 
I~zIw&. WBea rht 'iBt3kEd h a  upom 9diiGh &ale i n t e l l d  
sates; bt the int* bu mii& hh twi&yk 4 he wLnmn 
~ t h . ~ ~ k t t ~ ~ g e s f a r m y s t ~ l a d ~ ~ n t a r  
& *- e ' w  , ; 
9 1 d r a r r c o f s ~ n i s g ~ ~ i t c m b e d i @ e d b g & ~ ~  
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- be .seen f a  rhe i d i q  it reptesents, were we not n m  whdy a- 
' 
pged in promulgkting dK mow monanw idiocy of dl rimb-r war 
I 
to end, not war, but civilization i d !  
It h m t  very wrong to demik  this ptaess as mndoasy it i s  
a qadness that. d e p  from reality, and which exprmes i d  
in its own insane gibberish. No benu eznmple of this can be of- 
f a a i  than events during the recent Cultwal ard S & ~ . j 5 c  Corfrr- 
ncr fof World P e a ,  which was held in New York City under the 
auspices of tb9 National Council of the Am, Sciences and Profes- 
sim. The stated PLn of this conference was to discuss peace in a 
world on th edge of anr; so that out of this discusion might come 
1 better OPh a fmec UDdcsmnding of the elements that make for 
discord and 
No human bcing k his right miad could quarrel with such aims 
or method. Herr was r bmPd Pnddivaoc group of persons of out- 
standing scimtific iod udrric rdrkr-; only additional .infa- 
mation aod u m h m d h q  could come from such public discussion 
they F O ~  
But, bcase the T~uanaa Administration and the Wall Street 
clique were more interested in war thoa in peace, they attacked the 
conference on the gmunds that it included, among its sponron, 
some C o m i s t s  and m y  progressives. The small r tmy of intd- 
I d  renegadesy the ftightcned, the W d ,  the conscience- 
! less, wire put into motion to undermine and den- the confer- 
' : ence. Speaking for - Street and against the conferencey John 
I * Dos Passos, the mveht, said: 
I i 
"It is hnrd not to take a certain pride in the courage rad tola- 
1'- .m of the American pso* in dowins thir d* enemies m 2 :,,; 3; 
in their midst But 
! p r i d e i l a r & ~ o ~ ~ , ~ ~ c b u ; m t h a t y m e n Y ~ U u d ~ ~  
i , -  ckizas have ailow& &emsekvw tin@ igxmmce or ddusion to 
C become dupe%.& rook af the ~ m . o f  du KEemlia" 
Now rhe above, I submit, is oa only gibbaish; it is not only 
: . . clever and mscrupulous use of catch-wotds., it is not only a lie in < f k t  and inferenc-it is a whdy 3 m m d  attempt to brand any 
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d b ~ t h  pence aa ; treawnable voice. If Mr. Dos pas& or his 
reastePs sincerely interested in peace, they would not char&- 
taiX tnlL of peace as 'tpropaganda," or those who talk of. peace as ,, 
''took" Here, then, enters the "mysterious" bulwark of the raCi&. 
Mr. Dor Paaxa is not able to prove one word he says; in the past, - 
he has branded practically every demand for social justice as a prod- 1. 
q of the medin ,  and every voice for it as a voice of the Kremlin. 1 
Ia a b&LCPL society, this would simply emoble the Krrmlia As I - - - a '  
said MOM, 1 believe in the good and justice of the Soviet system-- - 
but I ilro .believe that certain good things arise in every hd. But i, 
&em is no logic or sanity in the world of John Dos Passes. He - 
shares the hguage of the madmen, the catch-words, the omilious - ' 
~ Y P ~ S ~  $ 0 0 1 ~  K r d k J  ecc, etc, and in so doing he may be -' 
performing a task which is necessa~-g. to his own conscience. In a . , 
baaL d d  Prds#& Litw#m which was p u b W  in 1935 by 
IM-ti& Publishers, Mr. h Passos is twice represented. Evi- 
' h t ly ,  he was at. that time a *'& of the Kremlin, but awakened -d 
subsequentlp-to the "new light." That is his privilege; but it is also 
ta ptivikge of inrdligenr people m doubt the high principles of 1 
his crudin8 fervor in the cause of a thud world war, and to suggest 
that it is fed by a little less than integrity. Like many other self- 
syied patriots, his concern for his own laad must be taken with a 
grain of: d t ;  and it is worth rediag Richard 0. Boyer's apt phrase 
to tk dcm that "the poor man's patriotism has ever been tbe rich 
n m l  iXe!amri.'' 
Spalring of the he conference, Professor John k e y ,  the 
cdmc61,-- has 8t vatioua times in the past secn the "new 
light,- wid $hat far ' G a s n m d  to 'prodaim an interest in intellec- 
tual f r e d m  was "wdd@ f l  With this fine and resounding 
c~scip+tioa, ~ m f e s s a r ' ~ &  a derence in the &mzsts of .I 
peace aad intdkctupl f d c t m *  Thld Is@ .s unmitigated gall 
on his part. H e  has pnrveil noehing. ri@g the Communist ' 
attitude toward inteUecmd freedom; he h proved that he himself 
rill w aay device-be it even o& so chnpand overworked ns b 8  
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In both these cases, and in many others, the inteUectual who has 
given in to fear, weakness or intimidation goes through a process 
which Isidor Schneider described so well as "snu&g toward 
authority." It is the -ace of humiliation, of subservience, of 
wretched and contqmptible hand-licking. Par--fpr indeed have 
these people come from La Passionaria's proud injunction that it is 
better for a man "to die on his feet than to live on his knees." 
Actually, the position is prone rather than one of genuflection, and 
the pledge is somewhat in this fashion, ""Ask what you will. I will 
lie, swear, debase, malip, slander-I will sell those who trusted me 
-1 will grease the toad to hell-oly believe that I am on your side 
and that I hate Coxnmwhts." 
By these new definitions of. the i n t d d  horizon, what could 
one say of Henry David Thoreau, who once wrote of our own 
United States government : 
*Why is it not more apt to anticipate and provide for reform? 
W h y  does it not cherish its wise minority? Why does it cry and 
resist before it is hurt? Why does it not emourage its citizens ro 
be on the alert to point our its faults, and do better than it would 
hnve them? m y  does it dways crucify Christ, and excommuni- 
cate Copernicus and Luther, and pronounce Washington and Frank- 
lin rebels? . . . Under a government which imprisons any man un- 
justly, the m e  place for a just man is also a prison." 
What a amge and antiquated sound those ringing words have 
in the Ameriga of 1949! Here, in a land which removes tertbooks 
from the public school system because they show pictures of Rus- 
sian childrra smiling, which rrmore employees fmm government 
service hcntlse dup dscd n petition ht peace, a d  which imprisons 
its citizens bccause.&q uphold the Fm Amendment to the Consti- 
tution, authority becomes a Go& Thaeby, LJfs magszine - substi- 
turn a new and s t r m g e ~ p ~ p h y  fog Thoreads proud statement 
of democracy. The idea of progress, Lifs says edimrially, "is only 
about as old as modem science, stemming from Bacon and Des- 
cartes. But it has as iirm a grip on the modern world as the c;x- 
pectation of the Judgment Day had on the medieval world. And, 
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tbe 'BUS& Communists (for Msrr swallowed it *; 2 
has nowhere d e n  deeper root than in . 
gress with such gentle fancies 
only Russians could be such 
& " 
L~C" tu to accept the thought of ever-continuing progress; that is 
.I - "Russian Cof~ununists." For us in America, there is a different 
depriny; Americans, to quote Lifs again, must "virtually reverse two 
. of their d-t values; on the one hand, we must recover our 
senv of awareness of mil, unceaainrg and fear; on the other, we 
must gain a sense of mp's occasional greamess (which is quite a 
di&ent thing from the 'dignity of the common man') :' 
, If it were only Henry Luce calling upon us to look for the "man 
- on thc horse," to discard our foolish faith in the pamess of all peo- 
ple, to give up the traditions of d e m o c v  and struggle and re- , 
sirtnnce out of which our nation was born, m no longer call out 
against tyranny, as Thoreau so eloquently did, that would be alarm- 
ing enou&, considering the power and circulation of the Luce 
publications; but Luce merely rdlms the position taken by the rul- 
ing class of the United States. And the many intellectuals who lick 
his hand and run his errands and wield his hatchets can snuggle 
no closer to the a t B w t y  he raises as the new God. They write, they 
talk, they even a p p  to reason; but inside theg are empty; the soul 
has left them and with that has gone the age-old urge of men 
to know, .to seek, to inquireto find some day the ladder to the 
stars. . 
Y ET WITHIN this situation, thousands of honest men survive, i n t m  who alone, and by virtue of their singular integ- 
rity, fight for the right to retain their grasp on reason. and their 
~antacr with mankind. Caught in the last.spolsms of a dying sys- 
tem, theg nevertheless grapple with rcality. Frequently, they are 
forced to stat? publicly the obvious, as Roben M, Cost* critic for 
tho NgsU Ywkw magazine, did, when he wrote, in the N m  York 
HksM T ~ Y W  letter column on March 24, 1949, "1 have never 
. 2 2  
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, seen any reason why I should not associate with' Communists if 
their aims happen at the moment to be praiseworthy and to coin- 
cide with mine. To my mind, one of the most baleful aspects of our 
foreign policy for the last few years, and of our internal propaganda 
as well, has been the growing tendency to ~pport ,  abroad, any force, 
however reactionary or fascistic in nature, which will ally itself with 
us against Russia; and, at home, to label anyone who happens to be 
pro-peace, as i$ro facto, pro-Communist, and conversely, anyone 
pro-war is, so to speak, a right guy." 
Now, while one cannot but admire the principles of Mr. Coates 
--all too rare these days-and the firmness of the ground he selects 
for himself, one must go on to point out that he stops short of the 
heart of the struggle. A careful examination of his entire letter, 
of which I quote only part, shows that he accepts the Communists as 
allies, but sees no direct threat to himself in the vicious paecu- 
tion of ~omm&ists that takes place today. For the very reason that 
he enters the struggle alone, he feels that people acting alone are 
capable of pursuing it, as when he speaks of Communist aims co- 
inciding with his; and there he falls into the trap that one of his 
colleagues, Mr. E. B. White, accepted some time ago. Then, if you 
recall, Mr. White faced the rising tide of civil liberty violations 
with the declaration that he, as a "party of one," would fight back. 
His statement of principle was excellent and courageous, but his se- 
lection of position doomed him to destruction. There can be no 
"party of one" today; for reaction has closed its ranks and unless 
the progressives close their ranks too, they will surely go down. 
It is much the same predicament that our forefathers were in when 
Ben Franklin advised them rhat "if we dodr hang together, we will 
all hang separately." 
It is not enough foi kt- to take n principled stand to- 
f day, either for the d e  of the principle a for themselves; t bq  
- nwrr t&e 6 p i M I e d  ~twd  fw tbe st&@ of #he wholo progresswe 
that every blow directed against the working class, the trade unions, 
the Negro people, the Jewish people-that every single act of op- 
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icr @na their own personal f d o m  and their own 
and most m d y ,  they must come to un- - dcand -that it-doa n& just .happen that the Communist Pnrty is 
&- - don@ rhm whenever they enter the anma of freedom's 
. this presence of the Communist Party a€ the heart of 
i? - 
-my sruggle on wsy issue that answers the people's 
. a c d A s  the essence of the of the Communist Party. 
The Communist Party is not an accident; it did not just happen; 
: it was not aented by Moscow a~ tbe most infantile of its enemies 
suggest; it doer not take orders from abroad, in the style of a cheap 
, "Hallywood'' canspiracy; it is not a raret plot against the govern- 
ment of the United States. Any such ridiculous organization would 
long ago have d i d v e d  in the wet sand of its own insanity; on the 
otber hand, an organization which survives for snemtions against 
evag co11ceivable error, which grows stronger by the bout, which 
dd& in each land its country*~ independence, which always l d  
the mggL against faxism and war9 which calls forth the highest 
md puns patriotism, which impircs its mcmbas to deeds of glori- , 
ous courage md sacr i f ic~uch as mPnlriBd aever saw before- 
- which gathers to i d  millions of n o a h  and farmers u wdl as 
the begt of c i v h t i o n * ~  inteilectds, which can find in its own ranks 
a roBleall of achievement in every att, in every science9 that expresses 
che bat of man's progress, which hens wkvhtingly to a policy of 
m u  humeois-ch an o r g a d d m  Is not a coaspkaq but 
the highest aad best expression of m d d d  itself. 
That is the Communist PartyI and it mse in m e r  to humanity's 
I a d  It cannot be destroyed unlcss h d b  iodf is daeoyed; 
for it is the final expression of m a d s  longing for a good .nd fruitful 
life as well as the em-t of d * h & c  hwledgc of 
- 'w such a life an be brought-into aiscare. It is primsvdy the 
,putgofthsworkingdnarbecausethrt~daivposscswsinic 
W y  6 the orgdzati0m.l form as well as chl drivia&: need which 
will result in complete libemtion from opprrarioo; bu che Cam- 
~ p . r t g i s a l s o t h e p ~ r t y o f d t h a w w h o l o r e ~ e e d ~  - 
Y 5 
. rFw@u witboutfi&aicihg.fap t h o s i ~ t o f t h e ~ p u t y t a  
, of the people. E m  a& upon the Ccmmnists is m atarsE 
, u p  the .hbca d F&agemive! law- 
, ThicirYmahinpractionuadaplo;lcinll*nadth*irtk 
- re~~onwhytbc)r~&&.botoltfpigrpjna'tbe~ormauoiro.  
We know, hist&p# rh rbe .drrm of .fnrirpl h e r q  aunt&.. 
' w b c r r i t ~ i u m p h n d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . r j M a d p l l d d ~  
' c (3mm~rmutbaewb ;ad  dd-rh: =- 
hi lwmuchlong#bibc'  bn$qreit&ltis t3un3.;Bi*l 
r-aneirorb-TomRhe8Hw 
q 4 b p m D ~ r h e m t r r c g r a d d r b u c h i m s d f ~ b t i n d t h r a m ,  
he cm rw, ~mpr cmpe, no hgt think, lw, loa(gn imcdgam, 
i a0 longer Ins the rich, viral life of thc mind which is fnsdocn's 
peculiw ppivileg-mx, $ 'virtue of the same events, cna he f e d  
. 
;.- his W y .  Bodily &very inevitably nocampanics mental slavery. 
; hIaniarhid ,e levenbdurof the~armnunk~nng.rron:  
irk4 The indicmmt a* than chslga that ManKism-- 
a world ad& r philosophy, b is ronspirq to as* the 
. Bopement by fom and violence, ond as sach prnishable by ten 
I -. 
+ ,-*- 
- rill larr him *E&de li* ~-&%I# dEi,!i Ewe8*? If he thinb 
that,hcbw~&-=-w 
I ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~ m ~ p g e s , I b ~ ~ p a d ~ r r a m i n t d ~ -  mate the process of rtdcmde the inteIlecasaJ undergoes btfon 
thepkssuseofa~twiodrivaofnnuandfudam I h r e o * d  
' tpsummer~at l snrra@~bldtbe~~tnkeaf iombothhirooo~  . 
acicow a d  his m0rslitys a toll u n d d t t e n  UL PV-e ob. 
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d @ threats, of terror, of b r i b e q 4  of it adding 
up ro a m m  and m e 1  process of intimidation. Beneath this 
amsfant pounding, with notable courageous exceptions, he has sur- 
d& d or part of a very precious heritage, a heritage of liberty 
a d  democracy many centuries OM. To this splendid heritage, which 
indudes all of pas civilization's contribution to the dignity and 
freedom of man, he owed his own peculiar splendor as a rational 
and thoughtful  investigator^ and it was his own great fortune that 
life had singled him out to bestow upon him that larger share of a 
culture which will some day be the possession of all men. That he 
has not used this uust well may be laid, to a large degree, to the very 
nature of our society; but that in itself cannot excuse him. No man 
is fret from responsibility, and no man can surrender his soul with 
impunity. More is betrayed than his own *If; he partakes of a sin 
against those who will come after him as well as those who came 
before him. When he betrays his own gift of reason to create a 
spurious and dishonorable rdonale, he abets the degradation of all 
culture. 
0 NE CANNOT discuss the drive toward war and fascism without taking note of the systematic degradation of culture that inevit- 
ably accompanies it. This is a process of negation, of withdrawal, 
of anti-rational rrotiolds. It is very well described by the French 
critic, Roger Garaudy, when he says: 
"It is characteristic of the ideology of a decaying dass not to be 
able to conceive .of agreement between man and the universe. The 
contradictions of the system are opposed to the conscious mastery 
of the forces of nature. The world appears hostile to a society 
paralyzed by its inner disorder." 
And, as if in answer to this and in confirmation of it, the p, 
T. S. Eliot, deity and prophet for these hte11ecnds who have 
already c o m p l d  the whole of the r&ionds and discover* the 
"safe harbor" of their schizophrenic ."normalcy,"-invites his fel- 
lows to live "not in movement but abstention from movement." 
Even as nature abhors a vacuum, so is a society, without SO= 
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"And of war she [Beauty} would say: it ranketh 
with those things 
that are like unto v h e ,  but not virtue itself; 
rather, in conscience of spiritual beauty, a vice 
that needeth expert horsemanship to curb, yet being 
native in the sinew of selfhood, the life of things. . . ." 
I 
brute dnue repha it. " A b d o n  if- amemmt;" nr -&. 
Bliotsoneatly pbasa iq i s a ~ ~ ~ d  d t  of the &iwe 
, t o = d w r d f P d S m . d t h c ~ g d u r ; I r h t h e d d f . r c  
I;. Of tbe i n t d d  who rrurrndas; but the dar i d  ims a, 
intention of abstaining from motion. They poaad to a a t e  a d- 
, ture in their image, and &eat i n H W  remain in ~~ 
of s new sort, it-is -to carry out theit desires. Tbe ex&Dgtg 
"sensitive" m y  prefw die ivory tower of Mr. Eliot; but it is sg- 
prising how much @*d&aue' sensitivity" wiU take, once feat is re- 
moved and the cash price mised. 
"Deiicore sensitivity" will even become aggressive, if &ciently 
badred by the a r m  d fmces of a police stafc--ar witness the 
antics of those culmMd and delicately Sensitive aesthetes of such 
high-level o r e  as T6r P#s&+ a d  th ~ a h c b ,  ~6m"ew: 
In -it of buuty, as they see b w L  thy mr oniy s e n m m  but 
d ~ e ~ ~ d , m P L i n g a m O c k q o f ' r l l r h n r i s ~ p t d w i s e M d  
. noble and brave in the hnrmn spirit. Taking their cue from the 
abysmal and wick! imi-hurmniam of a man like Robert Bridep4 
: one time poet laureate of Grar Britain, they move on from there 
In his "Testament of Beauty," with a flourish of fancy language, 
Bridges wrote: 
And so forth and so o-d thus does the scholar, with st&- 
cient brown shirts at his back, discover the new allure of the 
"beauty" of violent death; once he has saved his own hide and re- 
moved himself sufficiently from the people who struggle and suffer 
and do most of the dying. In the same mood, the creatures of the 
P ~ t i s m  Review, at the height of the last war, prated of "socially 
* .  
i; . fact that. "to further corn- 
* 
b -.; &ed on RmW Their * ', 
ILL< . bd to mmn cynidy that "there ii not the slightest 
~ m r p d e v : i d ~ o r ~ i ) r t o s h o n c h n t c b e m r r a a ~ e a b l e m & -  - 'h ' - &d~ rrp asdutiofl u rmin control of it*' And having 
. of ibt, dy pined Lifs in sneering at that "Russian*' 
dlmapt, ndke o p d q b  of pgn!s&** 
THIS sad disillusionment at the hopa and aspiratio& of P"-, and .therefore *hopelady stupidpid,. human beings, thq 
. oogne to drdr afhnation, the elevation of death as 'hug." 
- Thy, of course, ate at the top of the iritellectual dung heap. . ' ' Wrapped in petty neurosis, which they @erish, they do their 
work in llprrow c-; but their' philosophy of bmtlliasd mysticism 
and t6dr &pl&e rkjmion of humPnism finds a more vulgar d - 
ovat amntaprt,m e v q  layer i f  American eivihtioa Out of r 
~ali+ " n of social sense,poun a veride flood of cheap, 
bgdly-d<Me dlmt which enlt binrtaIiry, pwmgmpby and mediocrity. ' 
% '*ta\)@ guy" Srbo beur his vhmm becomes a national hero; 
the private ele, apex of calculated idmxdy, American style, be- 
&mes the s u m  of oru time The Church moves in and rewrites 
histury, .ad what k already empty becomes st i l l  emptier9 if thu be 
*e 
Comic b k s  c i d s t e  in the hundreds of millions; best-sellers, in- 
d b l y  poorly wrimn d stimulation,' boosted by giant book 
. dub, be@ ,to drive serious literature from the publishing scene. 
U i o  gindr mt its endless soap o p m  had television adds a new 
thendQnra* 
Sodoaa+w~emage ,aschernis tnunsbimsdfht into  
r ~ w b  ud cbcn inco r pimp. The &tic, who worlrs far a wage, 
dumpahis a p a a u d i r r d 4 a t h r & 1 e K t a -  
tima of r apidly m&hg ur' ~ b i r  i &, it pays; and who k the 
hi, . 
T& point ia tbpr we, n& only u i n t d d ,  but as citizens of 
 XU gmxt pod l d y  l ad ,  axe rhe k s . '  It is dangerous today 
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:. to be a patriot, to love America unashamedly, foi that too has Len 
earmarked as "Russian." 
Must we surrender all-that is bright and splendid in our past? Is 
this great country, to which as child& we pledged "to crown thy 
good with brotherhood," to be relegated to the shameful darkness of 
fascism and subsequently to the helLdmt fascism creates? And are 
we, as intellectuals, to empty our minds, our hearts and our muls of 
all that is decent and gene- and red, so that the madness of a John 
$lankin, the philiscinh of s h r y  Tnmm and the medievalism 
of a Henry Luce may become the cultural signamre of a "new 
Amedd'? 
Will they rest easily in their p v s ,  those great ones who not ody 
gave us gifts of beauty and truth, but exacted a pledge too, those like 
Whitman and Emerson and Thoreau and Cbiens and Melville and 
Hawthome and Freneau and Paine and Stowe and ~ o i d o n  and Hnm 
.. and Reed and Lindsay and Prank Norris and Dreiser, those like 
Samuel Adams and Jefferson and Jackson and Lincoln and Doughs 
and Altgeld and Sylvis and Parsons and Debs and Haywood and, so 
lately that it seems only yesterday, R m e l t ?  
Sce how late is is! Already Leon Josephson, the lawyer, has served 
a year in prison for upholding the Gonstitution, and Carl Mar- 
zani, the film director, has begun a three years' sentence, punishment 
. for the curious crime o f -a s  it is charged-making false statements 
1 to a government worker. Dalton Trcunbo, Albert Maltz, John How- 
, ard hwson, Herbert Biberman, *Ring &ardner, Jr., Alvah Bessie, 
'Lester Cole, Samuel Omitz, Adrian Scott and' Edward Dmytryk haw 
been sentenced each m a year in prison, w i n  for the &ious crime 
of upholding their C€MIStitUtiod rights, but more exactly for writ- 
ing and working according to the dictates of their conscience. The 
p a t  surgeon, Dr. Edward' K. Barsky, is sentenced to six months 
in prison for anti-fascism, along with two other doctors, two law- 
yus, an educator, a writer, two trade union leaders, a h o a ~ l i f e  
and a businessman. The educator, Richard Lyman Bradley, was head 
of the Department of German at New York University, but he was 
suspended for his anti-fascism, even as the gifted compost, Harms . 
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E*, was arrested, hounded and fiaally exiled from America for 
the same crime. 
For joining with the Progressive Party, the following were driven 
out of not one university, but eight separate seats of the so-called 
"higher learning: Professors George Parker, Clarence R. Athearn, 
James Barfoot, Leonard Chosen, Charles G. Davis, Daniel D. Ash- 
knes, Don West, Luther K McNair, Curtiss D. MacDougall and 
Clyde Miller. George T. Frantzis and Eleanor R. M a n e ,  second- 
srg school teachers, were dismissed for Progressive Party activiq; 
three professors at the University of Washington were suspended 
as accused Communists, while a fourth, in Oregon, was removed 
from his position for suggesting in a Ictter to a magazine that the 
Soviet apnomist, Lysenko, might be correct in his theories. I, 
my&, await thc summom to enter prison and k i n  serving a 
sentence passed upon me for the crime of anti-fascism, and from the 
e'intdectuPls" of Freedom 'HOW, there has come a demand that 
Jo Davidson, the gifted and internationally known sculptor, be forced 
to register as a foreign a~ent. 
Numerous employees have been removed from Federal service 
because they confessed to the crime of reading the works of Theodore 
Dreiser, Lion Feuchtwanger and Howard Fast. In Staten Island, an 
elementa.ry school teacher, with eighteen years' service behind her, 
taka her own life in an agony of fear after an angry grilling by the 
school loyalty bard, and in Washington, D. C., a teacher is in- 
vestigated by the Un-American Committee because she told her 
s~dents. that Russians have a public heath m i c e .  
Pages and pages could be filled with documented accounts of this 
awful madness, this government and big business sponsored attack 
on the minds and the dignity of men in the name of "loyalty." The 
w e  of it increases, c ~ e n  as now, while I write, eleven men sit on 
trial, facing tea years' imprhilpnent for the crime of advocating 
the teaching of dialectical mate&hn and, in the course of the 
shameful trid, principle after principle of Apluican democracy 
is being ruthlessly destroyed. * 
HOW late it is! How bitter and awful it is for an American to 
' + -  , . 7 -  
) . -& .- I :I .:;k - - . I  , _ mite of his ma nodve land in terms that were all mo fnmilipt a 
k i - d d e  a p ,  w b  Nazi &-was burning the books Pnd de- 
5: , & f h g  the conscience of mankind, 
+ - 
, - That is why I address myself to you-to Arnetican intell- .; 
; . K] stand up and mist! To join with the growing progressive forces ' 'and turn away this dark horror that is descending upon us! To 
unite so that the good ii&t of onr civilization may bq kept burning, 
and su that night will nor came upon our homeland! 
It is late but it is not too late. War can be avoided. The world 
need not be a cinder, a black fidd of atom-seared desolation. Our 
children need not perish in awful agony; nu hams need not go 
down in rubble. If we come together, if we refuse to allow those 
who hate and betray America to divide yi, we can yet play a great 
and proud pan in this struggle. We can make future generations 
, our debtors instead of our accusers; and we can roise up out of rhe 
afKrmatim of our struggle a richer and better culture than any our 
country knew in the past. It is not easy, but such things were never 
easy and it 'was not without reason that Tom Paine said, so early 
in the fight for American freedom: 
"Tyranny, like hell, @-not easily conquered; yet we have this con- 
, . solation with us, that the harder the conflict, the more glorious the 
: triumph. What we obtain too cheap? we esteem too lightly; 'tic 
' .  dearness only that gives everything its value. Heaven knows how 
to put a proper price upon its goods; and it would be strange 
indeed, if b celestial an vtide as FREEDOM should not be highly 
; rated." 
So the gauntlet is cast to us, as it was cast to our ancestors so 
oftea before. We must n a  fail; we a e o t  fail. From every h d  
on eanh,.from fnmries in Eutope, puaat huts in Qina, from 
' 
war d c r i p g  Gmecc a d  Isrnd reborn, dmm' Twkq in its silent 
' 
oppression, f r a  !kwh Africa in its agony, from India arid 
awakening Asia, from dd Britain d new Russia the eyes of . .. . 
millions are tumd toward us, asking us where is that ancient free- - ' 
d m  which was once such a glorious song on American lips. 
What are we to answer them? I ask that of you, my fellow Ameri- e., :. 31 
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.~bpdlscolrkiin-~aitioPl h a .  Do WCS@ d m, loud ud 
dear1 in an&er and d h c e ,  or do we go down in bitm shame and 
cxmlfdie? 
, If we act, if we join with the progressive movement, if we 
oppose every infh~ement on our civil rights, if we fight on each 
issue, each injus-if we build, along with the workers, a mighty 
ppce ~ o v ~ e n t ,  there is'life and hope aad the rich jog of unfet- 
t d  creation; if' we fail to an, shere is only che road to hell that 
Germany, Italy and Japan once travelled. 
If haven't read 
NOTES FROM THE GALLOWS 
By JULIUS FUCHIK 
Let us remind you . . . 
That here is the magnificent and inspiring story of a 
Czech Communist's struggle against fascism during the 
occupation of his country, his imprisonment, torture and 
execution. 
That Howard Fast says of the book: ". . . a unique, ex- 
alting, terrifying study of man put to the highest test, a 
document of the inestimable worth of the human spirit 
liberated from the dross of ignorance, fear and super- 
stition, and a covenant between the. Communist Party and 
the human race." 
That you owe it to yourself to read this book now! 
Price: 60 cents 
Coming - A  MASSES & MAINSTREAM PAMPHLET 
Behind the Ivy Curtain 
COLD WAR ON THE CAMPUS 
By SAM,UEL SILLEN 
TZle trustification of higher education by Wall Streef mo- 
nopoly pays off dividends in wholesale firings of university 
professors and the imposition of thougb control on the 
campus. 
Price: 10 cents 
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